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JOYCE



ustralia’s own Advanced Style



population, who are wealthier and more



movement is underway.



style-aware than ever.



Roy Morgan research shows women of the



Globally, brands are tapping into this



baby boomer generation are not only



undervalued niche; locally, the over



increasingly likely to value looking stylish



market is ripe for the taking.



and shop fashion regularly but to be big to medium discretionary spenders.



We suspect



2016 17 -



60



s



will be the year this



global trend hits our shores and in this Ironically, the local fashion and beauty industry largely ignores our aging



report explore how to reach tap into this opportunity.
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telling research



ur population is ageing and with age



comes buying power.



choice is important:



The Baby Boomers comprise



25



% of



55



% of



the country’s private wealth*



65



19 .



> Consumers increased their purchase intentions by over



175



percent when they



saw models who reflected their age



million Australian women over



, who not only show a growing propensity



to look stylish and shop fashion, but the



35 200



> Women over the age of purchase intentions by



increased their



percent when



they saw older models



spending power to match:



>



>



> Purchase intent decreased by



65 3 .



% try to look stylish



57 9 44 6 .



% buy clothes every



only



.



4



weeks; but



% enjoy it



15 2 .



% are “big spenders” and



“medium spenders”**



64



percent



when models didn’t reflect their age***



* McCrindle Research, Australia in



2020



report



**Roy Morgan, “Don’t call me Nanna: The ‘Advanced Style’ Phenomenon”; Finding No.
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Australia’s population, yet control



There are



To talk to this consumer, imagery and model



26 7 .



% are



6824



, May



2016



*** Ben Barry in Elle Canada, Can using different types of models benefit brands?
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A



ustralia is not alone in its ageing population.



Globally, over



fashion and beauty finally accepting—even



60



s are the fastest growing group of



2000 60 600 2010 2050



consumers in the world. In population globally was swelled to to hit



2



800



So is the notoriously youth-obsessed world of



, the



-plus



million; by



million, and by



embracing—women of a certain age?



, it had



it is expected



billion.



We say, yes. Despite cynics who see older brand ambassadors as brands cashing in on short-term PR benefit, the smart money is on the trend being here to stay.



Luxury retailers make making decisive moves to target this growing audience with deep pockets.



Models such as Carmen Dell’Orefice, Daphne Selfe,



85



The trend has now hit the high street with silverfoxes including



83



, and



— both of whom have made a



62



-year-old Jacky



O’Shaughnessy, causing a stir when she appeared in an American Apparel lingerie campaign while



feature of their long, naturally silver hair — are



Yazemeenah Rossi helped redefine swimwear in



catwalk favourites and have appeared in



that white swimsuit by The Dreslyn and Land of



campaigns for high-end designers including Dolce



Women.



é



French fashion house C



line’s spring



é



Beauty Powerhouse L'Or



2015



JOYCE



& Gabbana and Thierry Mugler.



al signed Twiggy as



brand ambassador, joining Helen Mirren and Jane



campaign quickly became one of the year’s most



Fonda.



talked about campaigns. Spread like wildfire on social media before hitting the pages of the The



CEO Jean-Paul Agon sees mature women as "a



New York Times, Forbes and The Atlantic. The buzz



new and gigantic opportunity for our company,"



was around the face of the campaign,



according to a



80



year old,



Joan Didion.



The same week, Saint Laurent featured



2014



interview in the Financial



Times. "I think that this trend is going to get



71



bigger, I really do," says Darroch. year old "If women maintain the career choices that they



their campaign featuring New York interiors maven



are training for… then they will become even



and Advanced Style icon Iris Apfel.



more economically important as they get older. And that will make companies pay attention."
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songstress Joni Mitchell, while Kate Spade ran



sex(agenarian) appeal: how to become part of her consideration set



he female consumer over
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is embracing her age.



The Advanced Style movement popularised by the blog of the same name, celebrates laugh lines, sees the number of your age as a mark of experience and values style and fit over the latest trend.



People young and older are inspired by these women who hit their stride with age; worrying less



Brands engaging in a successful dialogue with mature women are talking on this level.



6 .p



about what other people think and more about what makes them happy.



the Iris approach 'Ageless' by Blue Illusion
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ollowing in the footsteps of Kate Spade and



Quoted in the The Sydney Morning Herald, Blue



JOYCE



F



jewellery label Alexis Bittar, French-inspired label



Illusion co-founder and Creative Director, Donna



Blue Illusion signed the enigmatic Iris Apfel as the



Guest said:



face of their autumn



2016



campaign, "I've always been fascinated by Iris. She hasn't



With attention-grabbing style – signature round



slowed down and there's no rules with her; she



glasses paired with chunky, eclectic jewellery



just wears what she loves. She has liberated



collected over many years of travel – and no sign



women from age as a limitation; rather, inspired



of retirement at age



them to not even question it."



94



, Iris found fame in and now



typifies Ari Seth Cohen’s Advanced Style movement.



Together, the brand offer is compelling - Blue Illusion brings the consumer fashion in a shape



40



and structure that fits women over



and the partnership is on point: authentic,



gives women the courage to be creative.



interesting and chic.



, while Iris
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Blue Illusion’s latest campaign is titled “Ageless”
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